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ARE FACEBOOK AND YOUTUBE THE NEW
“MIMETIC COMMUNITY”?

T

he classic maxim that “one who benefits from a miracle does not
himself recognize the miraculous event” (Nidda 31a) applies in
more ways than we might imagine. Thus, one who lives through
what history will eventually term a revolution may not appreciate its impact as it unfolds. We speak of the Industrial Revolution to summarize
vast changes in human behavior and social and economic organization,
but those living at the time could hardly have appreciated it. To a certain
degree even we who live in the world created by the Industrial Revolution
cannot fully fathom the changes it wrought.
The same is true of the Information or Digital Revolution in which
we now find ourselves. The computer, combined with the ubiquity of the
Internet and its associated media, has brought vast change to human organization and societal norms in both secular and religious realms. It is in
light of this recognition that one can consider the present-day impact of
Professor Haym Soloveitchik’s important essay, “Rupture and Reconstruction.” Since the essay was published and disseminated in 1994 just
as the Information Revolution was underway and years before its impact
was fully felt in the world of Torah and religious observance, some of its
cultural assumptions must be revisited.
In this revisiting, I assume that at the time “Rupture and Reconstruction” was published (1) books were the principal source of what was
termed “text information”; (2) while a large collection of religious tractates and instructional books were available, a limited number of texts
were considered “authoritative”; (3) many would resort to such texts in
preference to a more traditional person-to-person pesak; and (4) there was
scant trace of the type of community which supported what Soloveitchik
ingeniously termed “mimetic.” By the time of this article’s publication,
however, each of these assumptions has been upended, at least to some
extent, by the Digital Revolution, inviting revision of Soloveitchik’s thesis.
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To put this analysis into chronological context: “Rupture and Reconstruction” was published in 1994. At that time, the creator of Facebook,
Mark Zuckerberg was still in elementary school, a whole decade away
from creating the broadest vehicle of social media. The very first handheld or pocket computers appeared on the market in 1994 but did not
become widespread for some years. Finally, the smartphone, which expands to the fullest individual use of the Internet and social media, did
not appear until 2007, thirteen years after Soloveitchik penned his essay.
As to the cultural assumptions of “Rupture and Reconstruction,” we
look first to physical books themselves. As a result of the Internet, the
need for and reliance upon physical books, both in research and recreation, has been reduced. Anyone with a connection to the Internet can
access millions of pages of text—the virtual collected wisdom of human
civilization—without owning a single book. More broadly, factual information itself is now sought primarily via the Internet. Everyone is glued
to his phone or her hand-held computer.1 Everyone is an expert as
quickly as a source in Wikipedia or Google can be accessed.
The Jewish world has not escaped the impact of these developments.
Where books and texts were once supreme, and acquiring and owning
them was a mark of dedication to Jewish intellectual values, the combined
power of vehicles such as HebrewBooks.org, Sefaria, and Wikipedia in
English, Hebrew, or Yiddish (as well as the parallel site WikiYeshiva), to
say nothing of digitalized databases such as the Bar Ilan Responsa Project,
has given anyone with a computer the resources of a vast library. Indeed,
most of us possess in our pockets ready access to more Jewish texts than
any yeshiva held in its library at any point in pre-digital history. True, the
purchase and holding of print books is still considered a value, but the
ability of scholars and posekim to know the location of resources pales
when compared with the computer’s ability to seek cognate and similar
terms and to ferret out any source. It has been suggested that if not for
Shabbat restrictions, books might soon disappear even in traditional religious homes. As a result, a consensus of which texts should be considered
authoritative has been severely reduced.
In addition, the Internet has brought with it social media. It has provided a platform for the sharing of communication by “communities” of
like-minded individuals in the religious world, including the Jewish
world.
The essay notes the disappearance of family and community from
which imitation might be derived. Social media, combined with illustrative aggregating sources such as YouTube, creates digital mimetic communities of interest not possible before. This provides a substitute for the
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geographic proximity that marked the age of tradition and mimesis. Today, if one wants to learn how to properly put on tefillin, tie tzizit knots,
or kasher a chicken, social media and vehicles such as YouTube are on tap
to provide what a parent, bobbe, zeide, or a whole community might have
done a century ago.
What does this mean for “Rupture and Reconstruction”? Today, numerous Internet newsletters, blogs, and sites are directed at the haredi
community. A vast amount of online Torah material is directed to the
Modern Orthodox community, such as YUTorah.org, WebYeshiva.org,
and the Virtual Beit Midrash of Yeshivat Har Etzion.
At the same time, the Internet has changed the dynamic of pesak halakha, whether by a rabbi or yeshiva leader. In traditional settings, most
religious decisions were conveyed individually by a rabbi who knew or
met face to face with the questioner. The answer might properly be fashioned to take into account the spiritual place where the questioner was
then in, as well as his or her religious observance or understanding. Today, numerous websites publish answers to anonymous queries, which are
then broadcast to the world on an anonymous basis. Pesak has become
anonymous, both in terms of the questioner and the responder.2 Even
more damaging, “everyone” is now a posek since anyone can access the
huge trove of information—some accurate, some not—which appears on
the Web, often somewhat cynically referred to with mock reverence as
“Rav Google.”
Soloveitchik’s essay was written in a specific cultural context. Libraries of books would be used to compose commonly accepted and agreed
texts that would be the principal source of halakhic information and guidance. A community setting which formed the basis of mimetic society
would no longer exist. Those assumptions are no longer valid.
If one is to give proper consideration to the impact of the Digital
Revolution on the culture described in the original essay, consideration
would need to be given to a different impact of social media and the Internet in general, which may not be salutary in the long run.
As a result of the Digital Revolution, we may yet see a return to the
mimetic, except of a different kind. The community is not the family,
extended family, and neighborhood, but rather an online community.
The Internet and social media create a different kind of openness
which “Rupture and Reconstruction” does not discuss for the simple reason that they did not exist at the time. New media is accessible (immediately and anonymously) to anyone regardless of gender, background, or
level of observance. One cannot surmise the effect of the availability of
such extensive religious instruction and information on audiences beyond
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the limited traditional community. The popularity of television and video
series like Srugim, Shtisel, and Soon by You brings religious lifestyle to the
attention and knowledge of large numbers of Jews (and non-Jews) outside of the observant community. In the past 200 years, the observant
community has basically sequestered itself intellectually and socially from
vast segments of the larger Jewish community. The open availability of so
much information, not based in books and not needing personal appearance or interview, will influence those outside traditional communities.
In short, we may need a new edition of “Rupture and Reconstruction,” taking into account digital imitation and mimesis and the broad
availability of whatever text material we may have or may yet produce.
Has social media created a new digital “mimetic society”? I hope Soloveitchik is ready to undertake the task of searching for an answer.

1

For a charming but trenchant summary of this tendency and the reaction by
many, see the posthumously published essay of Oliver Sacks, “The Machine Stops,”
The New Yorker (February 8, 2019).
2
This should not be taken as a criticism of circumstances in which anonymity may
actually encourage resort to knowledgeable resources. The practice of yo’atzot halakha
to provide answers on very personal and intimate questions on an anonymous basis
may promote halachic observance and inquiry to the knowledgeable.
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